The ferro-rotational order 1-3 , whose order parameter (OP) is an axial vector invariant under both time reversal (TR) and spatial inversion (SI) operations, is the last remaining category of ferroics to be observed after the ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and ferro-toroidal orders. This order has become increasingly popular in many new quantum materials, especially in complex oxides 1,3 , and is considered responsible for a number of novel phenomena such as polar vortices 4 , giant magnetoelectric coupling 5 , and type-II multiferroics 6 . However, physical properties of the ferrorotational order have been rarely studied either theoretically or experimentally. Here, using high sensitivity rotational anisotropy second harmonic generation (RA SHG), we have, for the first time, exploited the electric quadrupole (EQ) contribution to the SHG to directly couple to this centrosymmetric ferro-rotational order in an archetype of type-II multiferroics, RbFe(MoO4)2. Surprisingly, we have found that two types of domains with opposite ferro-rotational vectors emerge with distinct populations at the critical temperature Tc ~195 K and gradually evolve to reach an even ratio at lower temperatures. Moreover, we have identified the ferro-rotational order phase transition as weak first order, and have revealed its conjugate coupling field as a unique combination of the induced EQ SHG and the incident fundamental electric fields. Our results on physical properties of a ferro-rotational order provide crucial knowledge for understanding and searching for novel phases of matter built upon the ferro-rotational order. Further, these results open the possibility of revealing unconventional centrosymmetric orders and identifying their conjugate coupling fields with second order nonlinear optics.
The Landau theory of phase transitions 7, 8 , one major cornerstone in condensed matter physics research, introduces the concept of an OP, which attains a nonzero value below a phase transition, and classifies emergent phases by the symmetries under which they are invariant. An OP can be a scalar 9 , a vector 3 , or a higher-rank tensor 10 quantity that provides insight into the microscopic origin of its associated phase transition. Among all the symmetry operations, TR and SI symmetries are of particular importance. They categorize OPs into four groups based on even (+) or odd (−) parity under TR and SI operations 3, 11, 12 , and this classification guides the search for new phases and their conjugate coupling fields 1-3, 13 .
Ferroics with vector OPs are a class of materials of particular interest, as two of the most well-known ordered phases, ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, belong to this family and couple to the two most common fields, the electric ( ⃗ ) and magnetic ( ⃗ ) fields, respectively. Within the categorization framework based on OP parities under TR and SI operations, electric polarization ( ⃗ ) and magnetization ( ⃗⃗ ), OPs for ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, are TR+SI− (i.e., + −) and − +, respectively, while the toroidal arrangements of electric ( × ⃗ ) 3 and magnetic ( × ⃗⃗ ) 11, 14 dipoles, OPs for ferro-rotational and ferro-toroidal orders, are + + and − −, respectively, as outlined in Fig. 1(a) . In contrast to ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, the search for ferrorotational and ferro-toroidal orders has been challenging because they are much rarer and the conjugate fields to their OPs are not readily available. In fact, it was not until very recently that the ferro-toroidal order was detected by optical SHG by exploiting its broken SI symmetry 11 and its conjugate field was determined to be ⃗ × ⃗ with hysteretic poling behaviors 12 . Meanwhile, the ferro-rotational order is known to be present in complex oxides with structural distortions of uniform oxygen cage rotations 1,3,5,15-17 , but its symmetry properties, domain structures, and conjugate field have remained elusive.
SHG is a process in which light frequency is doubled through its second order nonlinear interactions with a material. It has so far been widely used to detect phases with broken SI symmetry only in which the leading-order electric dipole (ED) contribution to SHG is allowed 11, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently, the development of high sensitivity SHG makes it possible to detect SHG from higher-order multipolar contributions, such as EQ, in SI symmetry-preserved states [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, to our best knowledge, it has not yet been shown to reveal a phase transition of a centrosymmetric order, such as the ferro-rotational order, using EQ SHG. (see EQ SHG measurement details in Methods).
As depicted in Fig. 1(b) , RbFe(MoO4)2, an archetype of type-II multiferroic materials predicted to host a ferro-rotational order 6, 15, 16, 28, 29 , consists of stacks of FeO6 octahedra sharing vertices with MoO4 tetrahedra. It undergoes a structural phase transition at Tc ~195 K with octahedra (tetrahedra) rotating counterclockwise (clockwise) about the c axis for domain type I and vice versa for domain type II. The point group of the room temperature phase of RbFe(MoO4)2 is known to be 3 ̅ , while that for the low temperature structural phase is likely to be 3 ̅ but with a couple of other options including 3 and 32 16, 28, 30 (see sample growth details in Methods).
Furthermore, the physical properties of this low temperature structural phase have been hardly explored.
We first establish the EQ contribution to the SHG from the centrosymmetric phase of RbFe(MoO4)2 at room temperature. In order to access all nonzero second order susceptibility tensor elements, we performed RA SHG measurements 2 ( ) at room temperature in all four polarization combination channels, namely P/S in − P/S out , in the oblique incidence geometry ( Fig. 2(b) ), where P/S in/out stands for the polarization of incoming/reflected (in/out) light being parallel/normal (P/S) to the light scattering plane. Given that the room temperature bulk point group 3 ̅ contains SI symmetry, there can be no leading-order ED contribution to 2 ( ), and the next highest order contribution, EQ, must be considered, which is
Qualitatively, the four patterns in Fig. 2 (a) all exhibit a three-fold rotational (C3) symmetry and three mirror planes at 90 o , 210 o and 330 o , which is consistent with 3 ̅ . Quantitatively, the RA SHG patterns can be well fitted with the 2 ( ) functions derived from the EQ SHG process under
(2) with 1,2,3,4,5 being linear combinations of , the EQ SHG susceptibility tensor elements (see Supplementary Section 1). We further rule out the possibilities of surface ED SHG and electric field induced SHG (EFISH) (see Supplementary Section 2), and therefore identify the bulk EQ SHG under centrosymmetric 3 ̅ as being responsible for the SHG measured at room temperature.
Having determined the EQ origin of the SHG from RbFe(MoO4)2 at room temperature, we proceed to perform RA SHG measurements in the normal incidence geometry to select a subset of tensor elements. Figure 2 (b) shows two RA SHG patterns taken with incoming and reflected light polarizations in parallel and crossed configurations at normal incidence. Like the oblique incidence results, both patterns possess the C3 axis and the three mirror planes which are enforced by the bulk point group 3 ̅ . In addition, the simulated functions for the normal incidence geometry are significantly simplified from those of the oblique incidence geometry to
where only one tensor element is selected out. This allows us to uniquely extract the value of and track its evolution with varying temperatures, which motivates us to use the normal incidence geometry to investigate the temperature dependence. We first identify unequivocally the point group of the RbFe(MoO4)2 low temperature phase, which until now has been debated because it is challenging for infrared spectroscopy and
x-ray diffraction 30 to distinguish the subtle differences between point groups 3 , 32, and 3 ̅ . The 3 point group is immediately disqualified because the departure of the RA patterns from the mirror planes at room temperature indicates the absence of mirror symmetries below Tc. The noncentrosymmetric 32 point group can also be reliably ruled out, because the SHG intensity remains nearly unchanged across Tc instead of increasing by orders of magnitude as it would be expected from the ED contribution allowed in a system with broken SI symmetry. A comparison of the simulated RA SHG patterns for 3 and 32 ( Fig. 3 We next prove the presence of two types of domains in RbFe(MoO4)2 at low temperatures by analyzing the nonzero background in the RA SHG patterns that appears below Tc. As the 
where A is the weight of one type of domains. We now are ready to explore the temperature dependence of , , domain weight , and the RA SHG pattern rotation angle with best fits of the domain averaged model to the RA SHG patterns at every temperature measured between 80 K and 210 K to the domain averaged model. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , jumps from zero to a finite value at Tc ~195 K and gradually grows larger before saturating at lower temperatures, suggesting this structural phase transition is of weak first order character and is, to the lowest order approximation, linearly proportional to the ferro-rotational OP. In contrast, in Fig. 4(b) is present above Tc, experiences a sharp spike at Tc, and decreases slowly below Tc. The temperature dependence of domain populations in Fig. 4(c) suggests that the two types of domains show up with uneven populations at Tc and converge to equal populations with decreasing temperature. Lastly, the RA SHG rotation angle , shown in Fig. 4(d) , exhibits a jump from 0 o to 10 o at Tc and gradually approaches its maximum of 20 o at lower temperatures, mimicking .
At this point, we have used EQ SHG for the first time to reveal a ferro-rotational order in RbFe(MoO4)2, by unambiguously identified its centrosymmetric point group 3 ̅ , revealing its two types of domains, and showing its temperature dependences. In the following, we will use phenomenological Landau theory to first explain the coupling between the EQ SHG fields and this + + ferro-rotational OP, and then to understand the temperature dependence of the EQ SHG susceptibility tensor elements. To begin, because the point group 3 ̅ of the ferro-rotational order is a subgroup of 3 ̅ , its OP therefore transforms as the 2 symmetry of 3 ̅ . Under the plane wave approximation, the radiated EQ SHG fields in the normal incidence geometry are expressed as:
where / ( ) ( / (2 )) is the incident fundamental (radiated SHG) electric fields, and is the wave vector of the incident electric fields. From this, we find that and ( 2 ( ) 2 − 2 ( ) 2 − 2 2 ) share the same symmetry, both transforming as the 2 symmetry of 3 ̅ . It now becomes clear that a proper combination of the induced EQ SHG fields and the incident fundamental electric fields, such as ( 2 ( ) 2 − 2 ( ) 2 − 2 2 ) above, has the same symmetry as the ferro-rotational order OP, and therefore forms a conjugate coupling field to the OP. It is worth noting that this is the lowest order combination of the polar vector field combination to achieve the same symmetry as the ferro-rotational OP, and it at least requires the EQ SHG process to observe the ferro-rotational order in RbFe(MoO4)2.
In order to capture the temperature dependence of the EQ SHG susceptibility tensor elements, we start by expanding the Landau free energy in terms of the ferro-rotational order OP, , as ( ) = 0 ( ) + ( − ) 2 + 4 + 6
where > 0, < 0, and > 0 are constants near Tc for the small near the weak first order phase transition 8, 31 . Minimizing this free energy yields a functional form for the temperature dependence of of
where = − 3 , = √ 3 and = 2 3 + 31 . From Equation (8), we learn that , just like , obeys the 2 symmetry of 3 ̅ , while is of the 1 symmetry. We therefore can expand the two tensor elements as
and arrive at their expected temperature dependences with which the raw data in Fig. 4(a) and (b) are well fit. These fits give = 194.5 ± 0.9 K and = 199.6 ± 2.1 K. Subsequently, the temperature dependence of in Fig. 4(d) is also nicely explained.
In conclusion, we have here presented our symmetry-resolved and temperature-dependent SHG study on a TR+SI+ ferro-rotational order in RbFe(MoO4)2. Unlike conventional SHG which relies on the ED contribution from broken SI symmetry, we have exploited the EQ SHG process to monitor this SI symmetry-preserved phase transition and unequivocally determined the symmetry point group 3 ̅ for this centrosymmetric ferro-rotational ordered phase below Tc in RbFe(MoO4)2. We have successfully revealed the presence of two types of ferro-rotational order domains with opposite OP vectors and shown their uneven population right below Tc evolving to even at lower temperature. Furthermore, we identified the conjugate coupling field, a proper combination of the induced EQ SHG and the incident fundamental electric fields, for this + + axial vector OP, and tracked the temperature dependence of the OP through the EQ SHG susceptibility tensor elements and the domain populations through the domain averaged model.
The identification of this last remaining vector-type OP in ferroic orders its conjugate coupling fields is of crucial importance for understanding and searching for novel phases built upon ferrorotational orders, such as the type-II multiferroic order developed in RbFe(MoO4)2 at even lower temperature 15, 29, 32 . Moreover, our work also introduces the possibility of using second order nonlinear optical measurements to probe inversion symmetric novel phases of matter, and
showcases an example of evaluating conjugate fields for unconventional OPs whose coupling fields are not easily identifiable.
Methods
Growth of RbFe(MoO4)2 single crystals. Single crystals of RbFe(MoO4)2 were synthesized by spontaneous crystallization from the flux melt method as described in Ref. [16] . Powders of (Alfa Aesar, 5N purity) Rb2CO3, Fe2O3 and MoO3 were thoroughly mixed in the molar ratio of 2:1:6.
The homogenized mixture was heated in a platinum crucible at 1100 K for 20 h in air and was cooled at a rate of 2K/h to 900 K followed by subsequent faster cooling at 5K/h to room All thermal cycles were carried out with a base pressure better than 5×10 -7 mbar.
Data availability
The datasets generated and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. 
S1. Simulations of the bulk EQ SHG under ̅ in the oblique incidence geometry
We have simulated the functional forms for the bulk EQ SHG under the point group 3 ̅ in the oblique incidence geometry, using
where is a constant determined by the experimental geometry, is the intensity of the incident beam, ̂ is the polarization of the incoming fundamental or outgoing SHG light, and EQ ( ) is the bulk EQ susceptibility tensor transformed into the rotated frame of the scattering plane. The 
Combining Equations (S1) and (S2), we obtain the functional forms for all four polarization combination channels as follows, taking and ̂ as unities: 
S2. Simulations of the electric field induced SHG under ̅ in the oblique incidence geometry
We have simulated the functional forms for the electric field induced SHG (EFISH) under 3 ̅ in the oblique incidence geometry, using 2 ( ) = |̂(2 ) EQ ( )̂( ) ⃗ =̂( )| 2 (S7)
Comparing to Equation (S1), we see here that the gradient along = , , component has been replaced by the DC electric field ⃗ that is normal to the sample surface, i.e., = .
Using Equations (S2) and (S7), we obtain the functional forms for the EFISH in all four polarization combination channels as follows, taking and ⃗ = as unities: where is the same incident angle defined in Equations (S3-6). In contrast to Equation (S4) for the S in − P out EQ SHG, which has alternating SHG lobes in its polar plot, Equation (S9) expects six even lobes in the S in − P out EFISH polar plot. In Figure S1 , the EQ SHG model clearly fits the experimental data better than the EFISH model for the S in − P out RA SHG at room temperature due to these alternating peak intensities. Figure S1 . Bulk EQ SHG vs EFISH. Fitting the room temperature RA SHG data in the S in − P out channel using the bulk EQ SHG (red) and EFISH (blue) models.
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